
MANCALA

Is actually a large family of 

“Pit and Seeds”

or 

“Count, Sow and Capture”

games 



Description
The Mancala games are some of the oldest games known! 
Boards have been found carved into stone dating back to 1400 
B.C in Egypt. 

•By 600 A.D. the game had spread to the Middle East and Asia. 

•Surprisingly, the game was little known in Europe until the     
19th Century.

•Mancala games have been played the longest in Africa where 
they are the most popular, though various versions are played   
all over the world. 

•The name “Mancala” actually comes from the Arabic word      
meaning “To Move”

•Mancala games have hundreds of names and many versions.



Where in the World do they Play Mancala?



300 Names ???

Adi  Andada  Aweet  Ayoayo  Ba-awa  Bao Kiarabu 
Baré Bulto Bao la Kiswahili Cela Chisolo Coro
Cuba Dabuda  Deka  Elee  Embeli En Dodoi 
Fifanga Gamacha Hus Igisoro  Isafuba Isolo J'odu 
Kabwenga Kale Kanona  Kâra  Katra  Kiela Ki-
Nyamwezi  Kiothi Kisolo  Kisoro Kisumbi  Kpo Krur 
Lamlameta  Layli Leka  Li'b Lubasi Lusolo Mangala 
Mangura  Mbangbi Mbele Mbothe   Mefuvha Msuwa 
Mulabalaba Mwambulula  Nakabili Ncaya Nchuwa 
Ndebukya Ngikilees Njombwa Nsumbi Num-Num
Oce  Omweso Otu Oware Pereauni Qelat Ruhesho 
Sadéqa Shayo    Soro Spreta Tapata Tchadji 
Tchouba Tihbat Tok Kurou Tokoro  Uera Um el
Bagara Um el Banat Usolo Wouri Yit ............And that 
is just some of Them!!!



Customs
In some parts of Africa, Mancala was reserved for royalty and 
people of rank, and play was limited to the men, or to particular 
seasons of the year, or to day time. Women had more important 
chores to do! 

Names of various games may refer to the board, or the seeds, or 
manners of play in native languages. Depending on the culture, 
pieces are “seeds” or “cows.”



Boards

These two player games are played with a board, usually consisting of two or four 
equal rows of cup-shaped Pits that may be carved out of wood or stone, or even just 
dug out of the dirt. 

The row or rows on each player’s side 

belong to that player. 

Sometimes there is also a larger oval-

shaped Storehouse for each player on 

his right side of the board. 



Fancy Boards

Some three row games have been found in Northeastern Africa, 
and modern inventers have even created others including a one 

row board with simultaneous play!



Seeds or Cows?
The playing pieces may be large seeds, pebbles, or marbles, and they 

belong to a player only when they are in his row of pits. 

In Agrarian cultures, they are called “Seeds”,                   
but in Pastoral Cultures they may be called “Cows”

It is said the Hottentot played //Hus with diamonds they found until the Euopeans

traded marbles for them, which they liked better because of their round shape.



Two Rows or Four? 
A look at Some Games and Varieties of Play

Two Row Games

Kalah

Oware

Ayo

Ba-Awa

Four Row Games

Moruda

Hus

Omweso

Bao



Varieties of Play

Continuous or Multi-
lap Play - When a 
player's last seed falls in a 
loaded pit, he scoops it up 
and continues sowing until 
either his last seed lands in 
an empty pit or he makes a 
capture, either or both, of 
which, end his turn.

Single Lap Play - A player's turn ends when he sows his last seed.



Different Kinds of Captures
Cross Capture – Seeds are captured when a last seed falls in an empty 
pit opposite an opponent’s loaded pit.

Specific Count – Seeds are captured when a last seed fall in an 
opponent’s pit with a specific number of seeds in it.

Series Capture – When the seeds 

of a pit are captured, any 

immediate pits with a specified 

number of seeds are also taken.

Pull Across– Seeds captured are 

then sown on the capturing 

player’s board, using Continuous 

Play. 



Different Ways of Winning

Winning by Most Captures
The player who captures the most 
seeds wins.

Winning by disabling the 
Opponent A player wins when 
his opponent runs out of seeds or 
cannot make a move.

Winning by Going-Empty
A player wins when he runs out of 
seed and cannot move.



Some Two-Row Games



Mancala is an American Game??!

The game has no African origins despite many claims  to the contrary, even 
by its inventor, because there is no such game in t he whole of Africa .

The Rules in American commercial Mancala sets are actually for Kalah.

Kalah was invented in 1940 by an American, William Julius Champion Jr.                
He started selling it in 1944, patented the design and rules in the 1950’s and 

founded theKalah Game Company in Holbrook, Massachusetts in 1958.

Kalah is played on a 2 X 6 Board  with a “Kalah” at each end. Players sow pieces around the 
board, including one into their Kalah as they pass. Cross captures are made when their last 
piece falls into an empty pit on a player’s side, opposite an occupied pit on the opponent’s 
side. A second play is allowed when it falls into the Kalah. The game is won by captures.



Oware, Wari, Oure, Awale..…?

Oware is played on a two by six board with 48 
seeds. Seeds are sown counterclockwise 
around the board, but not into either store 
house. 

Specific Count captures are made when the 
last seed sown falls on the opponent’s side of 
the board in a pit with one or two seeds in it, 
along with a Series Capture of any two seeded 
pits immediately preceding that captured pit.

The game is won by making the most captures.

Is the National Game of Ghana and played over all of West Africa,     
as well as the Caribbean and South America.

It has many names, associations, and is a popular Tournament Game.



A “Continued Play” Game…

If a piece lands in any occupied pit that 
can’t be captured, then those pieces are 
picked up and used for Continued 
Sowing.

When the last seed lands in either an 
empty pit, or a pit with one or two seeds it 
makes a Specific Count Capture.

Continued Play is not allowed if it would 
empty the opponent’s side of the board. 
The game ends only when the entire 
board is cleared of seeds.

AYOAYOAYOAYO is a variation of Oware played by the Yoruba people of Nigeria, using a 

two by six board and 48 seeds.



A “Cross Capture” Game

JJJJ’’’’ODUODUODUODU, another variation also played by the Yoruba, uses only 36 seeds. 

Specific Count Cross Captures are made when the last seed lands in an 

empty pit on a player’s side opposite a pit with one or two seeds. Those 

seeds as well as any seeds in pits preceding in the counter-clockwise order 

with just two seeds are taken to the store house.



Capturing your own pieces …
BABABABA----AWAAWAAWAAWA is played by children in Ghana on a two by six board with 

48 seeds using Continuous Sowing. If at any time during 

sowing, a pit has exactly four seeds these are immediately 

captured by the player who owns the pit. Turns end when either 

the last seed is sown into a pit which then has four seeds, which 

are captured by the moving player, or it falls into an empty pit. 

When there are just eight seeds

left on the board, the player who 

began the game takes these and 

the game ends. It is won making 

the most captures.



Four Row Games



A Simpler Four Row Game…
MORUBA MORUBA MORUBA MORUBA played in Southern Africa is one of the simpler four row games using 

an four by eight board and 64 seeds,  Played with two seeds in each pit to 

start, there is Continued Sowing when a last seed lands in a loaded pit. 

Cross Captures are made when the last seed lands in an                        

empty pit on the player's first row opposite a loaded pit on                              

the opponent's front row – any seeds in that pit and the pit

behind it are captured. The game is won when a player has       

lost all his seeds. 

A similar game, Mefuvha, may have some of the largest 

boards, boards of six, eight or twelve pits per row are 

common , but boards with twenty-eight rows are 

sometimes used!.      



A “Pull Across” Game: //Hus
HUS is a simpler four row game played by the Hottentot in South Africa on a 

4 x 8 board with 48 seeds The board is set up with two seeds in each pit in 

the back row and the four pits on the player's right of the front row. Pits with 

only one seed in them cannot be played. 

Seeds are captured back and forth across the board by Pull Across Capture

and are not removed from the board. When a player's last seed lands in a 

loaded pit in his front row, and the pit opposite it is also loaded, then he takes 

the seeds from it and the pit behind it, if any, and leaving the capturing seed in 

place, he Continues Sowing with the captured seeds beginning with his next 

pit, playing and capturing until finally he lands in a empty pit and his turn ends. 

The game ends when one player has only empty or single seed pits, and 

cannot make a play.



Omweso: The Royal Game of Uganda

The king, or his chiefs, would play with 
their people while conversing with them 
about topics of concern and what was 
going on, or listening to and making 
judgment in suits.

Omweso is played on a four by eight 
board with 64 seeds – players may 
start with four seeds in each of the pits
in their back row, or using one of a 
number of conventional groupings, or 
the player's own arrangement. 



Omweso(Cont'd)
Pits containing only one seed cannot be played. 

Omweso uses Continued Sowing with Pull Across Capture when both the 

opponent's opposite pits contain seeds; but it also has a Backup Capture that 

can reverse the direction of sowing to clockwise to make a capture. Captured 

Seeds are sown beginning with the pit following the one where the capturing  

move originated.

Captured seeds can be used to make another Backup capture or are sown in 

the original counter-clockwise direction continuing until finally a seed drops into an 

empty pit and the turn ends. 

The game is won when the opponent has                           

only empty or single seed pits and is                                                         

unable to play.



Bao
BAOBAOBAOBAO (Southeast Africa: Tanzania, Malawi, and Zimbabwe) is the most complex 

version of Mancala both in terms of rules and in terms of strategies.

Played on a four by eight board with one square hole in the front row right of 

center on each side and with sixty-four seeds, the players start with only 10 

seeds on the board, the rest are brought in one by one making captures as they 

are placed in a loaded pit opposite an opponent's loaded pit. 



Bao (Cont'd)

The pulled across seeds are sown beginning in either the extreme left or right 

pits of a player's front row so direction of play varies. 

Once all the reserved seeds are in play, the game continues by choosing any pit

with more than one seed and sowing its seeds. 

Sowing can be in either 

direction – captures must 

be made if possible.

There are special rules for 

the square hole, one allows 

for a grand slam play! 

Winning is by disabling the 

opponent.



How to Play Oware: Setup

1. Distribute the 48 seeds evenly in the 12 houses - four to a house 
– each player should have 24 to begin with.

2.  Players take turns in playing and each must make a move on 
each turn. 

In the Final Tournament,any player who touches or m oves any 
of the seeds in a playing pit or house on his own s ide of the 
board must sow them.

For our Tournament we will be playing Oware



How to play Oware: Moves
3. To make a move, Pick up all the seeds in a house in your own row and move anti-

clockwise around the board dropping the seeds, oneat a time, in each house that you 

pass over until all the seeds are used up. 

Where 12 or more seeds are sown on a turn, the original house is skipped, and play 

continues on the next house.



How to play Oware: 
Feeding Your Opponent

4. A player must sow, if possible, to allow his opponent to 

continue to play. 

If he can, but fails to do so, 

he forfeits all seeds remaining in play. 

But if the opponent’s move has left 

that side without seeds, and it is 

not possible for the player to sow into that opponent’s side, 

then the game ends with the player capturing the seeds 

remaining on his side.

In African Cultures, hospitality and sharing of food are important values!



How to play Oware: Captures
1. You can only capture seed from your opponent's side. If the last 

seed you sow lands in one of your opponent's houses with only 

one or two seeds already in it (making it two or three seeds in 

total), you can then make a capture and put your opponent's and 

your capturing seeds in your Store house.

If the previous-to-last seed also brought an opponent's house to 

two or three, these are captured as well, and so on.

2. Capturing is not compulsory but all captured seeds must be 

removed from play to the store house.

3. If a move is made that would leave the opponent without seeds, 

no seeds are captured.



How to play Oware: 
Ending the Game

A game ends when any of the following circumstances have occurred: 

1. One player has captured 25 or more seeds                     

and both players agree to stop. Each player                     

takes any remaining seeds in his pits.  

2. Both players have captured 24 seeds (draw);

3. A player is unable to continue play, and his opponent is unable to feed him more 

seed. (See the sowing rule 4 above)

4. An impasse is reached in which neither player can affect another capture, as when 

two or three pieces are endlessly chasing each other around the board. Both players 

must agree to stop play, and will split the seeds left evenly, with the player having the 

most seeds on his side keeping the odd one.



Mancala Games 
Resources

Two Websites have lots of pages of rules and helpful material 
regarding various “Mancala” Games: 

Mancala World &    WikiManQala.org

A Shareware Computer Program: Awale allows for play with a 
variety of Rules.    http://www.myriad-online.com/en/products/awale.htm

All About Mancala: Its History and How to Play

by Sue and Jon Hanson


